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About This Game

Oknytt is a point-and-click adventure game where the player takes the role of a small, seemingly insignificant creature, leading
it through a dark world riddled with obstacles to help it find a place to belong. The game takes place in a Norse medieval world

and contains a number of beings and areas inspired by Swedish folklore.

Oknytt's gameplay is comprised of classic point-and-click puzzle solving combined with the usage of four runes located at the
bottom of the screen. These runes can be activated at any time to trigger various changes and events in the area around the

protagonist. Each rune has a specific element tied to it which have different areas of use depending on what can currently be
seen in the environment.

Figuring out what the runes can be used for and how to utilise their affect on the environment together with the items at your
disposal is key to you being able to progress through the game world.

Features

Manipulate the environment around you using elemental forces

A unique art style inspired by the famous Swedish painter John Bauer

Experience and collect lore about creatures and monsters from Scandinavian folklore

Fully voiced by the talented Brian Hall
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6-7 hours of puzzle solving
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Title: Oknytt
Genre: Adventure, Indie
Developer:
Nemoria Entertainment
Publisher:
Nemoria Entertainment
Release Date: 8 Jul, 2013

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP, Windows Vista, Windows 7

Processor: 2.0 GHz CPU

Memory: 1 GB RAM

Graphics: Direct X 9.0c compatible video card

DirectX: Version 9.0

Storage: 1 GB available space

Sound Card: Direct sound compatible

English,German,Russian
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Ever seeking silver, 'Pushcat' is a puzzle game that mixes 'Columns' and 'Boulder Dash' into the same formula and throws in a
few of it's own new mechanics along the way. This turns out to be a fun and challenging mix that will challenge players.. not
enough content. but if you have 5 bucks and a few friends then it might be fun for a few minutes.. Nice and cheap timekiller.
OST rocks!. everytime i put the game on i cant actually play it does not let me pick my spells or enter a campaign please fix it or
make a reset option. The puzzles are repetative and it was very poorly translated to english. Alot of the sentences you have to
decipher what you think she means, and in a game thats entire story is told through chat logs, thatnkind of ruins it.
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I\u2019m enjoying the game, the concept is good and the puzzles are fun to solve and reasonably challenging. I don\u2019t
know if I\u2019ll finish every level as the solutions are all a bit similar. I wish there were targets or constraints or stats from
other players to incentivise efficient optimised solutions rather than just hacking something together that gets the job done..
Exclusive 1st Impressions // Oculus + Touch // GTX 1060 (6GB)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Hs_Kv2pqjYQ

My Thoughts:
For a 1 man Early Access game this is already breathtaking. The developer told me that he has been working on this game for
around 2 years now, and you can tell. It's oozing atmosphere.
This is the type of Sci-Fi action I have been looking forward to in VR.
Basically aliens have invaded the world and its your job to protect. Armed with an Aircraft carrier and verious other military
vehicles, you must do what you can to stop the alien onslaught. Playing this game in VR feels like you are in your own AAA Sci-
Fi movie, and its a blast. The vehicle handling is very good but I would like to see some improvements on the Aircraft, at times I
was struggling to bank. The helicopter and attack boat are great fun to play as they both feature a head tracking targeting system.
The developer told me he already has 2 more vehicles ready to add to the game. I hope he takes my advice in the video to allow
us to man the ship turrets, I feel that would be very cool.

Overall an impressive first experience and I can't wait to see the game evolve into something very special indeed.. I really
wanted to like this game. I finished it at launch and felt really disappointed. I've been sitting on this for the past week,
wondering if I should write a negative review for a game that seems to have been dead on arrival anyways.
But I actually haven't seen anyone bring up my particular gripes, so here goes.

The world next door feels unfinished, too simple in its puzzles and shallow for a "visual novel".

You have to go into the menus to even see the keyboard controls for this game, and it uses the arrow keys. It also does not
register you picking up a block or casting a spell unless you're 100% on top of that block - this is obviously an issue because of
the enemies forcing you to move around constantly. It's definitely more pronounced when playing on keyboard; using WASD
might alleviate it but you can't edit your own controls. Once I gave up on the arrow keys and dug up an xbox controller, this
became possibly the easiest game I've ever played. Yikes.

VNs can often afford to let their writing and dialogue carry them, with minimal art and programming required. This game
seems to lack in all aspects - even though the usual visual novel standard should be easy to hit even for an indie studio, since
most of the burden falls on the writing. But this game doesn't have good writing, and it has laughable voice acting - the other
thing that VNs often lean on. (The only "fully voiced" lines are an easter egg, for one of the most obnoxious youtubers I can
think of. )

The main story is serviceable but also extremely predictable, expect to see characters feign ignorance about obvious things hours
after you've understood them.
What is missing is more agregious than what's there, as several points of intrigue never really get resolved. The segments of
walking around the town and talking to everyone were the most enjoyable and I almost wish it had a post-game, something like
that could have helped resolve plot threads too.

It feels like they wrote a much bigger world and only put about 70% of it in the game, but also constantly talk about how cool
and mysterious the other 30% is!! To the point where I thought there would be more to the story but then it just ended... with an
underwhelming "epilogue" hidden in the credits, so well in fact that I completely missed it the first time.
I brought this up with the devs and their response was "that's how we get you to read our names".
Well, I've read your names and I'm probably not going to buy a game from any of you again. I make it a point to watch out for
new indie gems, but this game is just sloppy - and I think the complete lack of buzz around it is proof of that. Maybe putting in
the other 30% of the story would have helped?

TL;DR: the writer of this never heard of "show, don't tell" and the puzzles are nothing to write home about
. This game is amogst the best indie games I have played. It scared the hell out of me more than once.
This horror puzzle exploration game is really well made. It has an interesting story, and some very good
scares. The atmosphere in this game is just fantastic.
The grapics and sound is good quality and the game has a good replay value.
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I got this at 10% off, and I almost feel bad abut it. Only issue I have found so far is my Xbox one controller.
The right stick is really slow, and I haven't found any settings in the game to fix it. But it's ok. I use my keyboard
and mouse.
I can't put down this game.

Good job developers.
. 4 крашнулась ♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥поебня саная. It's alright if you know what to expect from Idea
Factory game, but if you're expecting a JRPG that will keep you entertained for 50+ hours, I don't think this is the one, or even
close to it.

Death End starts out with a lot of promise. The combat is seriously good fun, the levels are interesting enough, the characters are
passable, and the OST is pretty neat too. The grim spin on everything is nice to see as it gives the whole story a bit of a different
flavour, and the switching between worlds feels natural enough to prevent the entire thing feeling disjointed. Everything seems
rosy.

After a while, however, the game seems to just start rolling down a hill. Combat (the best part early on) becomes more about
just hammering groups with your best moves over and over again instead of actually having any form of plan, and the 'counter'
system is one of the poorest I have ever seen in a JRPG. The levels also become mazes with no real intent to do anything but
stretch out the game (not to mention you have to slog through a bunch of dialogue half the time in the 'other' world just to open
a door), and did I mention that you need to run half of them twice? Lazy. The whole 'death end' concept during the dialogue was
cool at the start but after a while it just turns into flipping a coin to see if you get a game over screen or not. Choices seem to
make no impact besides deciding if you need to grumble and reload your last save.

As for the story, it's OK. I don't mind the heavy dialogue (what else do you expect from Idea) and there's logic to the plot. What
I didn't like is that I feel like you need to do a bit too much to get the real juice out of the story, and sorry, but anything more
than one run is going to be nothing but a chore.

Rant aside, it's alright. If you like Idea Factory games then you'll like this, but it's not as good or as interesting as Neptunia. If I
had my time back, I'd play it again. I just wouldn't pay anything close to full price for it.. It's $3 and worth it just for the first
time experience. I'll probably come back to it every now and then.. Classic lesson on judging a book (game in this case) by it's
cover. Looking at the screenshots and trailers, you might think this is just some generic tank fighting game. Don't get shy on me,
I thought so too. Nope.avi. While the intro is a bit slow, this game actually has a suprisingly good plot and atmosphere. The tank
fighting is fun and ascends to being unique in particular areas, but I wouldn't say it's anything special (and for the game's price,
why should it be?).

The game's visual actually work towards the game's advantage too, effectively selling virtual reality world you're placed in and
sometimes tasked with exploring from the beginning.

It's not all just tank battle either. You'll be on foot sometimes as well.

I urge you to take the plunge on this game if you're into this genre. I'd go on describing the game, but I don't want to ruin the
surprise.. Take one bowl, throw in Thrust and Lunar Lander, mix with perfect controls and sprinkle with good music and
sounds. The result is Terra Lander. I fell in love with the game quickly. While it's nothing ground breaking, the execution is
really solid and most importantly, it's fun to play.
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